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The Forest Stewardship goals for this property are: 

 

➢ Monitor and maintain forest health.  

 

➢ Improve the property’s potential for recreation and timber production. 

 

➢ Manage the forest for game and non-game wildlife species. 
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 Landscape Region:  

Littlefork-Vermillion Uplands and Little-Big Fork Till Plain 
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the U.S. Forest Service have developed 
an Ecological Classification System (ECS) for ecological mapping and landscape description. 
Ecological land classifications are used to identify, describe, and map progressively smaller 
areas of land with increasingly uniform ecological features. The system uses associations of 
biotic and environmental factors, including climate, geology, topography, soils, hydrology, 
and vegetation.  

 

Your land is situated within the Littlefork-Vermillion Uplands landscape region and more 
precisely the Little-Big Fork Till Plain Land Type Association. These eco-regions are mapped 
and described in more detail on page 10 of this plan. The purpose of providing this 
"landscape region” and the section entitled "interaction with nearby properties" is to help 
you assemble a picture of how your land and your activities fit into the larger landscape. It is 
likely that at least some of your activities will affect these larger scale issues. 

 

Interaction with nearby properties:  
Your property’s direct neighbors are a combination 
of individual private landowners and state and 
industrial managed forest lands as well. The 
privately-owned properties near you are mainly 
family-owned forested parcels—known as non-
industrial private forestland (NIPF)—and are an 
average of 40-80 acre recreational parcels or 
homesteads. Land cover in your region is nearly all 
native forest. Agriculture is not a major factor on 
this landscape but some privately owned parcels 
within the area grow non-intensive products like hay grasses or other small grains. The state 
and industrial parcels in your vicinity are managed for timber by their respective forest 
resource departments. However, the Myrtle Lake Peatlands and Nett Lake Peatlands 
Scientific and Natural Areas south of your property are protected from disturbance and used 
as research areas. These floating, moss dominant ecosystems—that took centuries of organic 
matter buildup to form—are unique in that the original hydrology has not been altered and 
continues to flow in a circular direction creating a natural pattern of brown and green 
vegetation you may recognize from web maps like google earth. The plant and animal species 
that live in these bog communities are unique to the landscape, including many of 
Minnesota’s most rare orchids.  Even closer to your property—9 mile as-a-crow-flies—is the 
Little Fork River Wildlife Management Area (WMA). This 640 acre area is managed for a wide 
variety of wildlife species, in particular sharp-tailed grouse. Habitat management strategies 
to reach wildlife objectives on this DNR land include timber harvest and prescribed fire. The 
primary land use disturbance in your region is timber harvest and if implemented properly, 
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this can be used to improve forest health, benefit wildlife habitat, and support the region’s 
largest industry and associated communities. 
General Property and Watershed Description: 
Your property is 80 acres located about 16 miles south of the small community of Littlefork in 
Koochiching County. The best way to reach the property is while traveling south from 
Littlefork on State Hwy 65, after approximately 15 miles turn east onto county rd. 8. 
Following          north(also known as Cingmars Road), the property is found on the north side 
of the road after 2 miles. Your property is a ¼ of a mile south of the Nett Lake River. As the 
name suggests, this river flows from Nett Lake, roughly 18 miles to the southeast, and into 
the Little Fork River just northwest of your land. These rivers and your property are contained 
within the Little Fork River major and Lower Nett Lake minor watersheds. The Little Fork 
River continues north eventually entering the Rainy River then Lake of the Woods on the 
US/Canadian border. According to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA) most 
recent report:  

 
The Little Fork River watershed is 1,179,520 acres, the main stem flowing 160 miles 
through north central St. Louis County and heading northwest into Koochiching County. 
It flows more northerly until it reaches its confluence with the Rainy River about 11 miles 
west of International Falls. There are no large cities in this remote watershed. Cook’s 
population is 667 and Littlefork, 874. Vast tracts of forests and wetlands, along with 
limited development pressure, have helped sustain the Little Fork River Watershed as a 
high-quality aquatic resource. However, nonpoint source pollution contributes to excess 
levels of turbidity (i.e., sedimentation) throughout the watershed. Increased runoff 
(water yield) from the land and impacts to the stream channel from historical logging in 
the 1890s through 1937, are contributing to the current erosion of riverbanks and 
excessive stream turbidity. 

 
Discussing the Nett Lake River Watershed of which the Lower Nett Lake minor watershed is 
a significant portion,  
 

The biology sampled in the Nett Lake Watershed Unit appears to be adequate and 
supporting for aquatic life. The furthest upstream station on the Nett Lake River…was 
sampled twice for both fish and macroinvertebrates, once in 2005 and once in 2008, and 
their resulting IBI scores were relatively close to thresholds. Because three of the four 
macroinvertebrate samples yielded IBI scores above threshold limits and there was a lack 
of disturbance in the watershed, full support was given to this reach. Based on the pour 
point water chemistry results, the lower reach was assessed as fully supporting for both 
aquatic life and aquatic recreation.  
 
Nett is the only lake within the watershed, covering over 7,200 acres. The lake is 
unassessed and is entirely within the Nett Lake Indian Reservation.  
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Your property is composed of two 40-acre parcels. 
Topographic relief is <6’ across its entirety and forest species 
composition is similar throughout. Quaking aspen 
dominated mixed forest is found wherever there is adequate 
drainage. In low areas, balsam poplar or black ash are the 
most common species. Secondary species found scattered 
throughout are white spruce, American elm, paper birch, 
balsam fir, and red maple. Two small areas of glacial sand 
deposits are distinct and contain a jack pine/black spruce 
fire-dependent forest community.  Much of the aspen on 
the property has been harvested regularly over the decades 
as it has matured, the majority reaching 45 years currently. 
A few long swathes of forest were cleared for a deer hunting 
improvement project around 12 years ago.   
 
Natural and cultural database check:  
A review of the MNDNR’s Rare Features and Native Plant 
Communities database revealed no significant biodiversity, 
cultural, or historical areas on your property.  However, your 
property does contain some great examples of interesting 
native plant species, soil types, landform, and the communities that these 
ecological relationships create.  Every native species found in our northern forests is integral 
to the biology that makes our region enjoyable to live and recreate in, and it is our 
responsibility as thoughtful stewards of the land to preserve, conserve, and protect the 
resources that our children and grandchildren will inherit. The Littlefork-Vermilion region 
where your property lies is home and suitable habitat for many species that are considered 
endangered, threatened, or of special concern (see Conservation Concerns on pg. 13). In fact, 
the Natural Heritage Information System check did indicate several of these species that are 
known to exist within a mile radius of your property.  
 
The Ligumia recta or Black Sandshell and Lasmigona compressa or Creek Heelsplitter—two 
types of native clams—are considered species of special concern to the MN DNR because of 
rapid population decline due to habitat destruction, non-point source pollution, and 
infestation of non-native, invasive zebra mussels.  
 
The Northern Brook Lamprey has a single, continuous dorsal fin that may or may not be 
divided by a shallow notch, connected to a short, round, caudal fin. Its mouth is a sucking 
disc, with small, poorly developed teeth. Adult length is usually less than 16 cm (6.3 in.). 
Adults are grayish brown dorsally, with a pale median line down the back, and lighter 
ventrally. The posterior portion of the tail is darker, almost black.  The Northern Brook 
Lamprey is a non-parasitic species. The majority of its life, 3-6 years, is spent as a blind 
ammocoete, partially buried in sandy substrate. Ammocoetes feed on drifting, suspended, 

Property Forest Type Summary: 

MN DNR (2017) Creek Heelsplitter 

MN DNR (2017) Black Sandshell 
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organic detritus, algae, and bacteria, or nutrients drawn 
from the surrounding sediment. Transformation to 
adults occurs over 2-3 months in late summer or early 
fall. The apparent decline of the Northern Brook 
Lamprey in North America is a result of habitat 
degradation and incidental poisoning. Streams in which 
they occur should be protected from degradation by maintaining riparian buffers, avoiding 
contamination, and employing best management practices for timber harvest in surrounding 
forests. 

 
In addition, a native caddisfly, Goera stylata or Little Gray Sedge, is found near your property 
and considered a threatened species in Minnesota.  Although seemingly insignificant, native 
invertebrates like these play an important role in the filtration of nutrients and bacteria in 
Minnesota’s water bodies. Native species are pivotal in our native food webs, where like the 
loss of one load bearing board in a building can send the whole structure into collapse.  
 

Northern Landscape Regional Planning 
The Minnesota Forest Resource Council (MFRC) was established by the Minnesota State 
Legislature in 1995 to “develop recommendations to the Governor and to federal, state, 
county, and local governments with respect to policies that result in sustainable management 
of forests in the state.” The MFRC utilizes Landscape Committees, made up of engaged local 
conservationists and stakeholders, who then oversee the development and implementation 
of their respective region’s “Forest Resource Management Plan.”  
 
Your property is located in the northern landscape region where the identified regional goals 
and forest conservation concerns are: 
 

• Economic; Maintaining A vibrant economy capable of sustaining the Northern 
Landscape’s population and communities.  
 

• Social; Retain a landscape with a distinctive identity where residents and visitors 
have a strong sense of place and that fulfills social needs.  
 

• Ecological; Plan and manage to maintain a viable, healthy functioning ecosystem on 
the landscape, by managing forests towards the potential of what the land can 
produce and sustain. 

 
A comprehensive explanation of how these goals were determined and MFRC and the 
Northern Landscape Committee’s ongoing strategies and projects to achieve these goals can 
be found in the “Northern Landscape Forest Resource Management Plan” found in pdf. 
format at:  
https://mn.gov/frc/docs/MFRC_Northern_LA%20Plan_2010-09-15_1.75.pdf 
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Soils Description: The Taxonomy of Soils on Your Property  

Soil is the basis of forest composition and vitality. Hidden beneath the trees, 
shrubs, and ground plants is the energy source that drives the complexed 
organism that is your woods. The soil on your property not only explains 
what vegetation will grow well and why but is also a historical record of what 
used to grow here and what geologic events occurred in the past.  
 

Sediment deposits from glacial Lake Agassiz formed the soils throughout this 
region. The primary “soil orders” found on this property are known as Alfisols 
(sub-orders on your property: aqualfs, udalfs) and Inceptisols (sub-orders on 
your property: aquepts). 
 

According to a paper published by the University of Minnesota Extension,  
Udalfs—in the larger order of Alfisols, see picture at right—are primarily 
fertile soils of the forest, formed in loamy or clayey material. The surface 
layer of soil, usually light gray or brown, has less clay in it than does the 
subsoil. These soils are usually moist during the summer, although they may 
dry during occasional droughts. In the north, these soils are now covered by 
large aspen forests. Traditionally, some of the largest white and red pine 
were found on these soils. The name “Fluvaquents”—seen in the soil Map 
Unit Legend in the page below—denotes the frequently flooded variety of 
these soils.   
 
Aqualfs—also part of the Alfisol order—are wet forest soils. The aqua 
formative element implies wetness. Because of their position on the 
landscape, these soils are wet during much of the growing season. Especially 
in northern Minnesota they support aspen forests with admixtures of black 
ash and alder. They are most common in the basins of glacial lakes that 
formed in the latter part of the Ice Age. The aqualfs that extend across the 
northern border of Minnesota lie in the basin of glacial Lake Agassiz. 
 
Aquepts are wet soils of the mixed conifer-deciduous forest and part of the 
larger Inceptisol soil order. The formative element aqua implies that one of 
the distinguishing properties of these soils is the water table is near the 
surface for much of the year. 

 

The soil textures on your property are primarily of silty-clay textures at the 
surface to clay around 24-36” below the surface. Some of these soil particles 
are very fine and combined with long periods of saturation, all logging and 
heavy equipment activity should be limited to when soils are well frozen 
to decrease the risk of erosion, compaction, or rutting which could 
decrease the productivity of your woods. Soils should be monitored closely when planning 
any activity; they are the basis that determines a site’s health and tree growing capacity. 
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Littlefork-Vermillion Uplands Subsection and 
Little-Big Fork Till Plain Land Type Association 

 

Discussion 
The western edge of the subsection 
lies just west of the Little Fork River. 
This river is a natural boundary 
between the extensive peatlands to 
the west and predominately clayey till 
and lake-laid mineral sediments to 
the east. The southern boundary is 
the southeastern corner of Glacial 
Lake Agassiz. To the east, the 
boundary is the Vermilion River 
up to the point where it turns 
east and enters Crane Lake. This 
boundary marks the division 
between bedrock-controlled 
uplands with shallow soils and glacial 
lake plain with bedrock knobs 
present but not dominant.  
 
This is a level to gently rolling lake 
plain and transition zone to the 
Border Lakes region to the east. Soils 
are clayey to loamy and formed from 
lake-laid sediments and glacial till. 
Topographic relief is less than 50 feet 
on most of the lake plain, becoming 
greater to the east in the transition 
zone. 

 
Landform  
This subsection is transitional between extensive peatlands to the west and bedrock-
controlled landscape to the east. The major landform on the west side is lake plain. On the 
east side, the glacial lake had a very irregular shoreline. It squeezed between bedrock 
outcrops, depositing sediments like fillings in teeth. The elevation grades from 1100 feet in 
the northwest corner to 1500 feet in the southeastern corner around Lake Vermilion. 
 
 
 
 

Your 

Property 
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Bedrock geology  
Glacial drift depth grades from shallow at the northern and eastern edges of the subsection 
to moderately thick in the western portion. Bedrock outcrops are common in the transition 
zone to the Border Lakes Subsection. Drift is up to 300 feet thick on the western side of the 
subsection. The underlying bedrock is Precambrian (Late Archean) in age, and includes 
gneiss, amphibolite, undifferentiated granite, and metamorphosed mafic to intermediate 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks. There are also iron formation, meta-sediments, and 
metamorphosed felsic volcanic rocks (Morey 1976). 
 

Soils 
Soils in this subsection are primarily moderately well to poorly drained mineral soils formed 
from clayey lake-laid sediments or loamy to clayey glacial till. Organic soils are common, but 
do not dominate the landscape (as they do to the west in the Agassiz Lowlands). Peat depths 
vary from shallow to deep (1 to 15 feet thick). Soils are classified primarily as Aqualfs (wet 
forested soils), Aquents (wet undeveloped soils), Boralfs (well to moderately well drained 
forested soils), and Hemists (moderately decomposed peat) (Anderson and Grigal 1984). 
 

Climate  
The total annual precipitation ranges from 21 inches in the west to 25 inches in the east, with 
40-50% occurring during the growing season. Average annual snowfall varies from 60 to 75 
inches, with the greatest amounts occurring in the central portion of the subsection. The 
average daily maximum temperature during July is 80 degrees. The growing season is short, 
from 98 to 111 days, with the shortest growing season near the eastern edge of the 
subsection. 
 

Hydrology  
This subsection is framed by the Littlefork River on the west side and the Vermilion River on 
the east side. Topography is level to gently rolling throughout most of the subsection. The 
drainage network is undeveloped, with rivers and streams meandering extensively, especially 
in the western part. Major rivers flowing through include the Littlefork, Vermilion, Ash, 
Blackduck, Lost, Rat Root, and Rainy Lakes are concentrated in the southeastern part. Larger 
ones include a portion of Vermilion Lake, Pelican Lake, and Net Lake. There are very few 
lakes in the western part of the subsection. 
 

Presettlement vegetation  
Using 150-year-old surveyor’s notes and bearing tree identification, F.J. Marschner’s (1974) 
forest species reconstruction project mapped much of the subsection as aspen-birch forest 
that would eventually become conifer dominated (white pine, white spruce, and balsam fir). 
The eastern portion was dominated by white pine, red pine, and jack pine forest. Lowlands 
were occupied by sedge fen, black spruce-sphagnum bog, and white cedar-black ash swamp. 
There were also low moraines and beach ridges dominated by jack pine forest or trembling 
aspen-paper birch forest. 
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Through modern Global Information System overlay of the Marschner map, you can see that 
the forest cover found around the area of your property today looks much like the pre-
settlement forests 150 years ago. However, the “trending to conifers” prognosis is not as 
prevalent today due to a large amount of this region under regular upland forest 
management that favors early successional species--
aspen and birch dominated forest.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enlarged marcher map pre-settlement vegetation 

classification on your property. 

Marschner’s “The Original Vegetation of Minnesota” map depicting natural vegetation 

cover types at the time of the public land survey of 1847-1907. 
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These forest management or Silviculture—the science of managing forests—goals ensure 
short timber rotation ages, lots of food opportunities for browse species such as white-tailed 
deer, moose, and ruffed grouse, and reduced wildfire risk by eliminating deteriorating forests.  

  

Present vegetation and land use  
Quaking aspen is the most common species of tree in this subsection. It is found in both pure 
and mixed stands. It is heavily harvested for pulp (Grigal, personal communication). Aspen is 
probably the best developed forest type on the uplands, and it probably was similarly 
common before settlement. Logging of conifer forests also occurs. In the past, attempts were 
made to farm portions of the peatlands (Heinselman 1963). Ditches were dug along section 
lines but were not effective. The other important land use is recreation, particularly in the 
southeastern section where there are several prominent lakes and reservoirs. 
 

Natural disturbance  

Fire occurred in the peatlands. Insect infestations, such as spruce budworm probably lead to 
fires. Water level fluctuation, caused by short-term climatic changes and by beaver dams, 
contributed to tree mortality. Windthrow was common on poorly drained mineral soils 
(Albert 1993). 
 

Conservation concerns 
The Minnesota DNR has identified 67 Species in Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN) that are 
known or predicted to occur within the Littlefork-Vermilion Uplands. These SGCN include 16 
species that are federal or state endangered, threatened, or of special concern. Examples of 
these species are bald eagles, Canada lynx, spruce grouse, great gray owls, black-backed 
woodpeckers, yellow rails, boreal owls, trumpeter swans, boreal chickadees, merlins, red-
necked grebes, northern bog lemmings, and lake sturgeon. The greatest factors affecting 
these species within this region are habitat loss and habitat degradation. 
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Balancing Forest Health and Timber Income 

Forest Age Diversity 
A variety of wildlife species—
especially ruffed grouse, woodcock, 
and white-tailed deer—benefit from 
a diverse landscape. Specifically, this 
diversity is provided by the 
appropriate mixture or proportion of 
natural vegetation (herbs, shrubs, 
trees) and forest age or growth 
phases and structure. Periodic 
disturbance-most commonly timber 
harvest—provides rejuvenation of 
young growth stages of vegetation 
and habitat edge which favors 
species such as white-tailed deer. By 
maintaining 20-25% of your total 
acres of aspen in each 10 year age 
increment—based on a 50 year harvest 
rotation—these stands can provide consistent 
income from harvest, young shoots as a 
wildlife food source, and mature timber for 
over-story habitat for a variety of species.  

Leave Trees and Snags 
Standing dead trees and live trees that are 

retained after harvest provide perches, tree 

cavities, and bark foraging sites for wildlife. In 

Minnesota, there are over 40 birds, 29 

mammals, and several reptiles and 

amphibians that will use leave trees and 

snags. 
 

Wetlands and Riparian Wildlife Habitat 
Best Management Practices or “BMPs” are 

important guidelines to consider when 

making management decisions and 

undertaking projects where water is present 

on your property. “Riparian Management 

Areas” (RMZ’s) are the transitional zones 

between land and water along streams, lakes, and 

open water wetlands. These areas are vital to the 
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health of the landscape where they occur and also to the water quality of the distant reaches 

to which they flow. The Minnesota Forest Resource Council’s voluntary Management 

Guidelines suggest that relative continuous forest cover RMZs, and that soil disturbance be 

minimized. Recommended RMZ widths vary with the size of the water body.  Streams 3ft and 

greater in width, lakes, and open water wetlands 1 acre or greater should have a 120ft wide 

vegetated RMZ.  Streams less than 3ft wide and lakes and open water wetlands less than an 

acre only require 50ft of vegetated RMZ.   

While RMZ’s are designated areas of protection based on 

the size and type of body of water, “filter strips” are 

buffers of retained vegetation—fully covered in native 

grass, shrubs, and trees—based on the slope of the land 

along all perennial and intermittent streams, lakes, open 

water wetlands, non-open water wetlands, seasonal 

ponds, seeps, and springs.  Filter strips trap sediment 

before it reaches surface water, thereby maintaining 

water quality. Filter strip width is recommended based 

on the slope of land adjacent to the water body to be 

protected. Slopes of 10% should have a 50ft filter strip 

and increasing 2ft for every additional 1% slope over 

10%. Within a filter strip, compaction should be 

minimized, and it is recommended that roads, skid trails, 

and landings placement in these areas be avoided.  

 

Vegetation retained along water bodies after 

harvest stabilizes banks which reduces damaging 

soil erosion. In addition to their water quality 

benefits, these areas are very important among 

northern Minnesota’s forest landscape for their high 

plant diversity that in turn attracts many wildlife 

species. Vegetation in and around these sensitive 

areas offers cover to thirsty wildlife and act as 

corridors for those species to move from one desirable area to another.  The winter harvest 

of timber when wet areas are frozen will minimize the effect of disturbance to these areas. 

Never harvest when rutting or severe compaction will occur. If crossing of a water body is 

necessary, culvert and bank stabilization projects may be an option and cost share available. 

 

This suggested guidance also applies to recreational trail installation and maintenance. 

Continual disturbance of riparian areas especially riverbanks can destabilize root structures 

of bank trees and destroy shrubs and shallow rooted ground plants that all work together to 

hold the soil from falling in the river. Recreational trails along waterways can also create 
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channelized trails that hold water longer than under natural circumstances further eroding 

these areas.  The 120ft vegetative RMZ Best Management Practice suggestion is a good rule 

of thumb for trail establishment hold-back from a river or stream bank.  
 
Stewardship Binder References: 

Noise and Visual Quality: Road and Trails-------------------------------------- Chapter 12, pg. 141 

 

Invasive Species and Disease Issues for Minnesota Landowners 

As human’s capability to travel more frequently and longer distances increased, so did other 
species of plants and animals. Willingly or unwittingly we moved species from their native 
home to new environments and forced new species into the competitive balance of otherwise 
native plant and animal communities.  Over long periods of time, plants and animals adapt to 
their region’s specific climate and geology and form mutualistic relationships with each other. 
These species took millennia to carve out niches in behavior, survival, and food sources and 
together they form the forests, prairies, and water ways that make up Minnesota’s wild 
places we care so deeply about. But when non-native species that may be suited to 
Minnesota’s climate and soil conditions are introduced to the landscape, they can quickly 
usurp these niches from our native plants and disrupt the long-balanced plant and animal 
relationships. This usually results in a reduction in the population of the species that they 
have replaced and other species that depend on their relationship with these now threatened 
native species.   
 
The pictures below were taken mere feet from each other and demonstrate the changes 
invasive species can cause in a natural ecosystem. The forest community containing native 
forbs boasts dozens of unique species all with their own role and dependent on their 
relationships with each other. The second picture shows where non-native legumes dominate 
in the same forest leaving room for only two invasive species to thrive. In addition to their 
ability to out-compete native species, invasive species frequently have other negative traits 
such as wild parsnip’s secretion of a fluid that burns the skin on contact and European 
buckthorn’s spike like needles that make forest navigation painful, reducing wildlife 
frequency. That’s not to say all non-natives are equally damaging to the native environment, 
many we continue to introduce because of the benefits they give but frequently we do so as a 
default without exploring native alternatives that may be as good as or better than introduced 
species.  
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There are typically alternative native species that are more suited and just as aesthetically 
pleasing for whatever goals a landowner hopes to achieve. Identification, avoidance, and 
control should be a landowner’s management guidelines when dealing with non-native, 
invasive species on their properties. For help identifying invasives and suggestions on 
alterative plants for stewardship projects, contact the natural resource professionals on page 
48 with any questions or concerns. Together by being proactive we can avoid and fight 
invasive species and help keep our wilderness healthy and diverse. 
 

Invasive Buckthorn Control 
Although non-native buckthorn was not found on your property during fieldwork for this plan, 
the pest is spreading throughout Koochiching County. Landowners should be aware and 
vigilant as early detection is very important to mitigate its spread. Common Buckthorn is a 
shrub that was brought to Minnesota from Europe for use as a windbreak and landscaping 
hedge. Like other non-native, invasive species that find an ecosystem that is suitable to rapid 
growth; it threatens our native plant communities and health of the ecosystem in general by: 
 

➢ Out-competing native plants for nutrients, light, and water resources 

➢ Degrades wildlife habitat and recreation potential because of its sharp stiff thorns 

➢ Secretes a chemical that makes the soil less suitable for native species 

➢ Creates a dense shade canopy that does not allow light to reach ground plants which 

increases erosion and reduces forest nutrient cycling 

➢ Lacks a natural control like insect or disease 

Native Forb Ground Cover in a Minnesota Aspen Forest Community 

Invasive Non-Native Bird’s-foot Trefoil and Red Clover Cover the Ground in the same Minnesota Aspen Forest  
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Out of the many frustrating traits 
exhibited by this pest, the one that 
threatens our northern forest landscape 
the most is buckthorn’s shade tolerance. 
While most non-native invasive species 
are difficult to control and detrimental to 
native plants, the majority require full sun 
to thrive. Buckthorn is able to grow and 
spread under an existing tree canopy 
choking out the next generation of native 
and timber-valuable tree seedlings making 
our northern forests less species rich and 
also less profitable.  
 
Buckthorn can be misidentified with the 
native hawthorn shrub. The easiest way to identify between the two at any season is that 
the thorns on buckthorn are arranged opposite each other along the length of a branch and 
contain small “bulbs” near the center of each thorn, 
whereas northern Minnesota’s native hawthorn has 
smooth, “needle like” thorns arranged alternately along a 
branch. Avoiding the removal or herbicide spraying of your 
native hawthorn when undertaking buckthorn control is an 
important stewardship and wildlife consideration. Native 
hawthorn is a unique shrub from the Rose genus. 
Interestingly, it is one of the specialized species of native, 
thorn-bearing, “feeding stations” of the Loggerhead Shrike. 
This small predatory “cross between a songbird and a 
hawk” that uses native hawthorn thorns as a meat pole to 
impale and feed on their prey. The loggerhead shrike lives in habitat just like your larger 
wildlife opening.    
 
Effective buckthorn control is done in a number of ways. Small plants 3/8” or smaller can be 
pulled by hand. Stems greater than 3/8” can be pulled using an “uprooter” tool.  
 
For long established and thick infestations where pulling is not practical, a herbicide like 
Glyphosate (Roundup) will kill actively growing vegetation—including all native plants if 
sprayed by mistake. Triclopyr can be used to target broadleaf plants such as buckthorn—and 
native tree species if sprayed by mistake—but will not harm grasses.  
 
For larger older buckthorn removal cutting stems with a brush saw and then applying 
herbicide such as Garlon 3A, Vastlan, or Tordon to the cut stump with a wick applicator—to 
reduce stump sprouting—is the best option.  
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Fall and early winter are the best seasons for 
buckthorn removal projects. Native deciduous 
plants lose their leaves in Autumn, but buckthorn 
leaves can remain through the winter making 
identification much easier when the rest of the 
forest is leafless (this is a general rule and 
identification of plants for removal should be 
carefully assessed before cutting or herbicide 
application). Buckthorn seed can remain productive 
in the soil for up to five years, so establishment of a 
monitoring schedule is important for successful 
control measures. Stay vigilant and look for 
buckthorn as you enjoy your property. Flag with 
trail tape and remove the plants as they’re 
identified. For additional help identifying buckthorn or management 
options, State and Federal natural resource agencies frequently offer landowner assistance 
and cost-share programs for the control of buckthorn. Feel free to call one of your local 
Natural Resource agency contacts on page 48 for advice and funding availability.  
 

 

 

Buckthorn Reality in Ottertail County MN  

Buckthorn seedlings cover the ground in a Koochiching county property. 
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Our Ash Forests and Emerald Ash Borer 
Ash trees, mainly black and green 
ash in our area, are both 
ecologically and culturally 
important tree species. Ash 
frequently grow in areas too 
saturated for other species, filling 
a niche in wet forests and provide 
water uptake. It is estimated that 
a mature black ash can take-in 
100 gallons of water and 
transpire it into the air daily. An 
impending threat to our area’s 
ash trees is the emerald ash 
borer. As this plan is being written this destructive invasive beetle has spread into portions of 
neighboring St. Louis County and has been confirmed within the city limits of Winnipeg 
Manitoba and Thunder Bay Ontario, Canada. Since its discovery in Michigan in 2002, EAB has 
devastated northern ash stands killing millions of ash trees and threatening the future of the 
plants and animals that depend on this forest type. Without these trees to occupy and 
reduce soils saturation, our ash or mixed ash forests may transition to sedge meadow, cattail 
slough, or other non-timber productive wetland. 
 
Koochiching County is currently outside of the infested or state and federal quarantine areas 
that restrict ash wood transportation. But it’s not too early to be planning for the inevitable 
insect arrival. Engaged landowners should consider a few things about the ash trees on their 
property.  
 

1. Don’t transport ash wood. The most likely vector for 
infestation is through human transportation. Once 
established, EAB is projected to cost Minnesota communities 
and forestlands 10’s of millions of dollars and probably 100’s 
of millions down the road. Reduce the chances of contributing 
to this catastrophe by using ash you harvest on your property 
or at least within the county. 
 

2. If you decide to harvest ash on your property. Black ash has limited 
sale potential. It is not typically used for paper production and not 
commonly milled for furniture or veneer, although it does have a distinct and 
beautiful grain pattern. Its most common uses are firewood and in indigenous and 
cultural craft. Regionally, woven pack baskets, snowshoe frames, and the structural 
portions of birch bark canoes have been made from black ash for centuries because 
of its natural ability to be bent and shaped. In forests where ash are the most 
common or a frequent tree species, you should be able to safely remove every third 

Emerald Ash Borer  

2019 MN EAB Confirmed Areas 

 (MDA 2019) EAB Status Webapp 
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ash tree without “swamping” the site. Swamping is increasing soil 
saturation by reducing water uptake capacity through tree removal. 
Leave other species within ash harvest sites to increase the stands 
resiliency in the face of EAB infestation. You could consider planting 
replacement species such as black spruce, northern white cedar, 
tamarack, or bur oak within an ash harvest area to reduce negative 
EAB forest impacts as well. Planted trees may require special 
attention to survive deer or rodent browsing. See tree planting 
considerations in the stewardship cover types portion of this plan.  
 

3. Be on the lookout. Try to make it a habit to monitor your ash trees 
frequently for symptoms of disease or infestation. Woodpecker 
activity is a good indicator that something is living under your tree’s 
bark. EAB also leaves a distinctive sideways “D” shaped exit hole. If you think you 
have identified EAB, contact a local forestry professional, like those for our area on 
page 48.  

 

EAB's “D” shaped exit hole. 

MDA (2018) EAB Management 

Guidelines  
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CWD and Your Property’s Deer Herd 
Chronic Wasting Disease’s (CWD) spread is creating an 
increasingly dire situation across North America, most recently 
threatening what Minnesota’s forest landowners care about 
most, their deer and deer hunting. According to the Minnesota 
DNR: 
 

CWD is a neurological disease affecting the cervid family – 
deer, elk, moose, reindeer, and caribou. CWD belongs to a 
group of diseases known as transmissible spongiform 
encephalopathies (TSEs). TSEs are believed to be caused by 
prions, which are abnormal proteins that self-replicate 
within an infected animal. Prions are highly resistant to 
disinfectants, heat or freezing. There are no vaccines or 
treatments for TSEs, and they always are fatal. It can be 
spread from both direct (animal-to-animal) and indirect 
(environmental) contact with infected deer. 
Prions are shed through saliva, urine, blood, 
feces, and antler velvet. Additionally, carcass 
parts from a dead infected deer can serve as a 
source of further infection to other deer in the 
area. By concentrating deer on the landscape 
through artificial feeding, or by providing 
attractants such as salt licks, humans can 
increase the likelihood of both direct and indirect 
contact. 

 
There’s a lot of press and research about this issue that I won’t go into. However, it’s worth 
mentioning as CWD makes its way closer to our area that there is no known way of 
eradicating the disease once it has infected an environment. According to the most recent 
science, the prions that cause CWD remain infectious in soil and plants for an undetermined 
amount of time, perhaps decades. The best way to fight CWD is to prevent its transportation 
and especially to the places we work so hard to manage and improve, our family forest 
properties. CWD best management practices dictate that we minimize transportation of 
unprocessed deer carcasses or pieces especially from areas near or of known infection, 
process deer as close to their harvest as possible, and make a concerted effort to reduce 
leaving parts of carcasses on the landscape. Another more difficult decision is whether we 
should continue to encourage deer congregation through feeding and salt or mineral licks. As 
of this writing, feeding blocks and licks are not legally prohibited in our area but as CWD 
spreads it remains an ethical question that we will have to determine ourselves whether it is 
worth it.   
 

2019 Map 
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For updates and the current CWD situation in Minnesota, see the MN DNR’s Website at: 
https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/deerimports/index.html 
 

MN DNR’s Game and Non-Game Wildlife Habitat Improvement Tips for Landowners 

MN DNR (2017) MN Wildlife Habitat Tips  

https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/deerimports/index.html
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Stewardship Cover Types 

1. Sapling-sized Aspen/Poplar Mixed Upland  

Cover Type Acres: 10 
 

Cover Type Description:  
Aspen upland is the most 
common type of forest on 
your property, these areas of 
young tree growth have been 
developing naturally after 
harvest in approximately 
2011. As the name suggests, 
quaking aspen are the 
dominant species—tree that 
is most frequent and forms 
the forest canopy. In some 
lower saturated areas balsam 
poplar are more common.  
Scattered and dense pockets 
of balsam fir can be found 
developing under the 
overstory. Scattered black 
ash, paper birch, American elm, 
white spruce, and red maple are regenerating after the harvest as well, in roughly that order 
of frequency. Some of these secondary species were reserved during the harvest in these 
areas and are the cover type’s largest individual trees. This is commonly done for wildlife 
habitat, to provide seed sources, and because of limited species merchantability—low 
harvest value.  
 

The most frequent shrub species found in these areas include highbush cranberry, choke 

cherry, red osier dogwood, raspberry, beaked hazel, swamp gooseberry, speckled alder, 

high-bush cranberry, swamp red current, downy arrowwood, and willow. Aspen forest 

communities in our region have a very diverse mix of forbs, flowers, grasses, sedges and 

other low ground cover. Just a few of the most common ground cover species below this 

young aspen forest are wild strawberry, dwarf red raspberry, Maryland black snake root, 

rough bedstraw, and wild sarsaparilla.  
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The most prevalent soils supporting this aspen forest on your property is named the F190B 

Ashlake-Effie complex (see soil descriptions on pg. 8). A soil “complex” is found where soils of 

different types are layered one on top of the other in a focused area. These particular soil 

layers begin with loam at the surface transitioning to silty-clay or clay-loam around 20” 

down. These alfisol soils are typically arranged this way in poorly drained level swales and 

moraines of historic glacial lake basins.   
 

Cover Type Objective: 

Monitor forest health while these stands are allowed to develop naturally.  
 

Recommended Activities to Achieve Cover 

Type Objective: 

This forest type contains healthy trees with 

straight growth form. The harvests conducted 

in these stands appear to have been well 

executed and regeneration—regrowth of trees 

after harvest—is satisfactory throughout the 

forest.  The aspen in these stands are 30-35 

years from “merchantability” or the age and 

size where they become valuable enough to 

consider a timber harvest. At its peak an aspen 

forest like yours can produce 35-50 cords per 

acre. In the meantime, the quaking aspen and 

the mix of shrubs found here—berry species 

and red osier dogwood especially—are 

important cover and browse for game and non-

game wildlife on your property.  
 

Quaking aspen root sucker—many tree stems grow vertically from one or only a few 

parent roots—into thick stands after disturbance such as timber harvest.  As you can 

see, the aspen in these stands have begun to self-thin with the weakest individual 

stems deteriorating and the healthiest thriving as the stand develops. Mixed stands 

dominated by quaking aspen that may be harvested in 30-35 years will result if this 

forest type is allowed to grow naturally. This forest will develop into a tall aspen over-

story with conifer mid-canopy and shrub layer underneath, much like the tall adjacent 

aspen forest. In natural resource management these layers are termed vertical 

structure and are considered valuable for native wildlife habitat. Currently, this stage of 

forest development is excellent for white-tailed deer, ruffed and spruce grouse, 

Your young aspen forest is likely to resemble this one in 30-35 years. 
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woodcock, and snowshoe hare browsing habitat. The concentration of these herbivores 

means that your forest is also good for the predators that prey on these species such as 

gray wolves, black bear, red and gray fox, pine marten, fisher, and bob cat. Many 

species of songbirds use early-stage forests for breeding and nesting habitat. 

Over the next few decades, as the trees mature, they will lose some of their wildlife 

food potential but become cover for other species such as birds of prey that require 

large trees to nest in and cavity nesting species like hairy, downy, and pileated wood 

peckers, flying squirrels, and many species of owls. Other species of songbirds that nest 

in climax stage—late/old/mature—forest will also use this area more frequently.  

 

➢       Project: Allow stand to develop and monitor annually for stand health. 

➢       Project: Assess for timber health and development during next plan update in 2030. 
 

Desired Future Condition:   

An aspen forest that is healthy and has the potential to offer timber income and wildlife 

cover in the future.   

DBH: 
DBH stands for “Diameter at Breast Height”, and breast height is considered to be four and half feet above the ground.  Merchantable 
trees, in this case, are those five inches in diameter or larger. 
 
Site Index (SI) / Growth Potential: 
Site index is the measure of a site’s ability to grow a certain species of tree and it’s determined from two things, total height and current 
age.  It’s based on the fact that the better a site is suited for the given species of tree, the taller it will be in a given period of time. 
 
Trees per acre: 
This measurement based on a number of fixed radius plots estimates how many stems of each species are growing in a given acre within 
this cover type.  This calculation is typically used in areas of young regeneration after harvest before the trees have reached a stage where 
they have timber value. 
 

Stewardship Binder References: 

Managing Important Forest Types: Aspen-------------------------------------------- Chapter 6, pg. 56 

Early Successional (Young) Forests and Associated Wildlife------------------ Chapter 11, pg. 130 

Regenerating Woodland Stands: Natural Regeneration--------------------------Chapter 4, pg. 34 

Tree Summary Data  
Estimated Volume/acre 

Average Age…………………..………………..……...9 Years 

Average DBH……………………………………………………1” 

Growth Potential………...................................Good 

Tree Density………………..……Good, 3,900 trees/acre  

Tree Health and Growth Form…..………………...Good 

Aspen/poplar…………………………......3,200 trees/acre 

Black Ash….………….………………..………600 trees/acre 
American Elm, Red Maple, Balsam Fir, White Spruce, 

Paper Birch………………………………………...<100 trees/acre 
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2. Northern Quaking Aspen Mixed Upland 

Cover Type Acres: 63 
 

This forest type is the most 
common on your property. It can 
be considered the same in species, 
soils, and site characteristics as 
cover type #1 but is in a later stage 
of development, having been 
harvested in approximately 1975. 
Quaking aspen in the most well-
drained portions and balsam poplar 
in wet areas are the most 
common/dominant tree species. 
Black ash, dense pockets of balsam 
fir, paper birch, white spruce, and 
red maple are scattered 
throughout in roughly that order of 
frequency. Growing where the tall 
overhead tree canopy allows light to reach the forest floor are many black ash saplings, some 
scattered white spruce seedlings, as well as shrub species like beaked hazel, American 
hazelnut, red osier dogwood, choke cherry, and high bush cranberry.   
 

An acre within these forests may contain hundreds of different unique plants. Just a few of 

the most common ground cover species are large leaved aster, wild ginger, Maryland black 

snake root, rough bedstraw, wild sarsaparilla, clayton’s sweet cicilly, wood fern, bracken 

fern, lady fern, interrupted fern, blood root, palmate sweet coltsfoot, round-lobed hepatica, 

downy yellow violet, nodding trillium, and jack-in-the pulpit. Many native fungi are common 

here as well. The natural plant diversity in our area’s forests is truly staggering and the 

indigenous peoples of our region used many of them for craft or holistic medicine.  
 

According to the NRCS web soil survey, the primary soils supporting these areas on the 

property are also the F190B Ashlake-Effie complex but also include the F200A Northwood-

Hassman-Cathro and F202B Ricelake-Cutaway soils. These particular soil types begin with 

loam at the surface transitioning to silty-clay-loam. In other areas loamy sand in found at the 

surface and transitions to clay loam around 30-40” down. These alfisol soils are typically 

arranged this way in some-what poorly drained level swales and moraines of historic glacial 

lake basins.   
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Recommended Cover Type Objective: 
Consider planning for a series of 3 timber harvests in this forest type over the next few 
decades.  
 

Alternative Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective: 

This aspen forest is growing well and while it is not at risk for imminent insect, disease, or 

timber value loss, you will want to begin planning for the first of a series of harvests in order 

to achieve the best management practice (BMP) goals for managing aspen forest in our 

region—see Forest Age Diversity on page 14. This could potentially generate regular income 

from timber harvest, benefit some species of wildlife—especially game species—and reduce 

the aesthetic impact that one large harvest—like that of 1975—would have on the property. 

in this portion of the property. Because of aspen’s growth characteristics (see description in 

cover type #2) “clear-cut” or “regeneration” harvests are recommended by silviculturalists—

scientists that study the best way to manage for tree and forest health. These harvest 

techniques ensure that enough light is available for growth and that the aspen organism 

under the ground responds with a thick new stand of young stems. With roughly 60 acres of 

this stage of aspen forest, a series of 3, 20-acre harvests over the next 3 decades would be a 

good general goal. If you choose to pursue a timber harvest, a professional consulting 

forester can help you coordinate with a nearby harvest, develop a harvest plan that will take 

into consideration the ecology and wildlife habitat, select sites for landings that will have 

minimal impact on your forest, help you select a competent and reliable logger, and help 

secure the best price for your wood. For help choosing a professional consulting forester that 

administers private timber sales, reach out to one of the forestry contacts on page 48 of this 

plan. 

 

If the overstory trees are removed, a thick stand of aspen and other hardwood saplings 

would colonize the site and begin the next generation of aspen dominant overstory. Long-

lived low-value hardwoods like red maple and black ash could be reserved from harvest for 

wildlife and aesthetic purposes. A few tall standing dead stems in this stand should be 

reserved and protected during harvest. These tall trunks with soft rotten centers are prime 

habitat for many cavity-nesting birds and animals such as owls, bats, woodpeckers, marten, 

fisher, and flying squirrels, to name only a few. Because portions of this cover type are found 

near areas that would be considered forested wetlands—see Wetlands and Riparian Wildlife 

Habitat on pg. 14—protection of these sensitive spots should be a primary consideration 

when developing a harvest plan.  
 

➢ Project: Begin planning the first of a series of timber harvest in this cover type.  
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Future Condition: 
A harvest in this area would create an early-stage sapling aspen forest like cover type #1. 
 

Alternative Cover Type Objective:  
Allow this forest type to develop naturally, eventually resulting in the decline of aspen and 

poplar and transitioning to ash, red maple, balsam fir, white spruce, and dense pockets of 

shrubs.   
 

Alternative Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective: 

Allowing this portion of your aspen forest to continue to develop because of the 

proximity to large amounts of young forest would benefit wildlife that prefer tall 

overstory habitat and maintain visual aesthetics for the next few decades. Older 

forests usually contain multilevel forest “layers” created by tall canopy trees, 

shade tolerant under story trees, a shrub layer, and then ground forbs. This 

complexity of plant growth is known as “vertical structure” by wildlife managers 

and multi-level forests like yours are considered healthy and very good for 

wildlife diversity. In about 10-20 years you will begin to see the aspen and 

poplar in this forest deteriorating from age-related disease issues. This is 

easily identified by the common signature fruiting body of Phellinus tremulae, commonly 

known as aspen trunk rot. This is a good indicator that for productivity and aesthetics’ sake, 

this forest would benefit from a regeneration harvest beginning the aspen forest growth 

stages over again. In 25-30 years the dominant aspen overstory will begin to die and fall 

apart creating standing nest trees for cavity nesting species of birds and mammals. As the 

older stems begin to deteriorate, patches of shrubs, aspen and ash suckers, and a few conifer 

seedlings will sprout in the areas created by the fallen aspen. Longer-lived species and 

seedlings in what are now the understory, such as balsam fir, bur oak, black ash, and spruce, 

will slowly become the dominant tree species in the overstory and the next stage of “forest 

succession”—stages that a forest goes through as it ages without disturbance will take place. 

This next forest stage containing fewer aspen and poplar will be less monetarily valuable. 

 

There are other ways to derive products from this forest besides timber harvest. The paper 

birch and red maples (once they reach a larger diameter) scattered throughout the property 

may be tapped for syrup similar to the popular practice of tapping sugar maples in other 

portions of Minnesota and the Eastern US. A great website for engaged landowners who 

would like to learn how to forage, keep up-to-date on forest health issues, and learn in-depth 

about the ecology and makeup of Minnesota’s plants and animals is the “My MN Woods” 

Fungal growth of Phellinus tremulae  
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blog put out by the University of Minnesota Forestry Extension: 

https://extension.umn.edu/natural-resources/my-minnesota-woods. 

 

If you don’t plan on harvesting this forest in the future, the openings in the canopy created 

by the falling aspen and poplar will create an opportunity for a stewardship project. A diverse 

forest is a healthy forest and though your woods is fully stocked with a wide variety of tree 

species it is heavily dominated by deciduous—trees that grow and shed their leaves each 

year—forest. Conifers—trees with modified leaves commonly known as needles—offer 

different wildlife benefits such as winter “thermal cover”, or snow and cold protection. 

Where light reaches the ground in gaps within the forest canopy, you could conduct a “inter-

planting”—planting trees within existing forest--project. Tree planting could benefit tree 

species diversity on the property, aesthetics in this area, and add additional wildlife habitat. 

Because the small planting spaces will still have partial shade, white pine or white cedar are 

the species best suited for this project. These two trees have the added value of being high 

on the list of regional forest initiatives for increased presence in our forests. The primary 

reason for the vulnerability of these species is that they are favored as browse of white-

tailed deer at certain times of the year. Deer protection measures will be necessary for the 

first 6-8 years. This would entail bud capping the terminal—top bud—on all pine or cedar 

seedlings in the fall, around mid-October. Doing this decreases the chance of deer browse on 

your planting investment. Although planting a bundle or two of trees per year may not seem 

like an impactful project within an already well forested property, in a decade or so the trees 

will be mature enough to provide a seed source for a different species not currently common 

here and begin spreading volunteer seedlings naturally. The DNR and NRCS has money 

available for planting trees. You could also consider contacting the natural resource 

professionals on page 48 to get help coordinating a planting project via a contactor. 
 

➢ Project: Allow this forest to continue to develop naturally, eventually transitioning 

to a forest type containing long-lived hardwoods, balsam fir, and white spruce.  
 

➢ Potential Project: Consider inter-planting white pine or white cedar in gaps created 

by the falling aspen. 
  

➢ Project: Monitor for forest health and disease issues annually.    
 

Desired Future Condition: 
A well-developed aspen mixed forest with tall forest canopy that will benefit wildlife cover 

and habitat. 

https://extension.umn.edu/natural-resources/my-minnesota-woods
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Basal Area (BA): 
As the name implies, basal area tells you how many square feet per acre is occupied by tree bases, or trunks, i.e. basal area.   
 
 
DBH: 
DBH stands for “Diameter at Breast Height”, and breast height is considered to be four and half feet above the ground.  Merchantable 
trees, in this case, are those five inches in diameter or larger. 
 
Site Index (SI) / Site Productivity: 
Site index is the measure of a site’s ability to grow a certain species of tree and it’s determined from two things, total height and current 
age.  It’s based on the fact that the better a site is suited for the given species of tree, the taller it will be in a given period of time. 
 
Cords/Acre: 
A cord is a cubic foot volume measurement of piled timber products.  It is a pile of logs eight feet long (100 inches, or 8.33 feet), four feet 
high, and four feet wide.  One cord equals 133 cubic feet of piled logs. 

 

Stewardship Binder References: 

Managing Important Forest Types: Aspen-------------------------------------------- Chapter 6, pg. 56 

Managing Important Forest Types: Balsam Fir-------------------------------------- Chapter 6, pg. 59 

Marketing Timber-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Chapter 8, pg. 103 

Regenerating Woodland Stands: Planting--------------------------------------------Chapter 4, pg. 39 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tree Summary Data 
 

Estimated Volume/acre 
Average Age…………………..……………….……..45 Years 

Average DBH……………………………………………….…..9” 

Aspen Growth Potential………………..….Good (SI 65) 

Tree Density…………………….………...…Good (BA 210)  

Timber Quality………………………….…..……..…….Good 

Aspen/B.Poplar………..…..................26 cords/acre 

B.Fir …………………………………………….…4 cords/acre 

B.Ash, P.Birch, White spruce………………<1 cd/acre 
 

                                                                            

Total………………..…………………..31 cd/acre 

Total Timber Volume: 1953 Cords (Volumes not accurate for timber sales) 
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3. Jack Pine/Black Spruce Sandy Soils Pocket 

Cover Type Acres: 2 
 

Cover Type Description:   
This cover type occurs on a few 

small glacial sediment deposits 

where acidic sandy soils were 

dropped by retreating glaciers. 

Jack pine, and to a lesser 

extent black spruce, are the 

dominant tree species followed 

by balsam fir, paper birch, and 

a few aspen. Shrubs are not as 

common as in the surrounding 

aspen forest but include 

blueberry, June berry, and 

beaked hazel.  The most 

common ground forbs where 

the acidic soils and dense layer of 

fallen needles allow are bunch berry, Canada may flower, wild sarsaparilla, and large-leaved 

aster.  
 

Despite what the web soil survey map indicates, these small areas contain small, 

concentrated areas of sandy loam soils deposited here in the form of glacial till or outwash.  

Soils stratification is likely similar to the surrounding aspen forest underneath the first few 

feet though, eventually transitioning to the same bed of clay loam at 30-40” deep.  
 

Cover Type Objective:  

Maintain these small areas of conifer forest which add tree diversity, visual interest, and 

wildlife habitat to your property.  
 

Recommended Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective: 

These areas are unique within the larger aspen dominated portion of your property and the 

surrounding neighborhood. Relative to Minnesota’s other pine species—red (Norway) and 

eastern white pine—jack pine is a short-lived species. These are past peak maturity (70-80 

years) and are beginning to decline in health and vigor. Very few young jack pine we’re found 
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during field work. This is probably due to deer browse. Jack pine is a fire-dependent species 

and without disturbance to expose the seedbed to full sunlight that jack pine requires, this 

area will eventually transition to other species. Harvest would be the best bet for maintaining 

jack pine here. Forestry managers use clearcutting or “regeneration cuts” and even ground 

scarification in order to reinvigorate jack pine stands. In fact, I believe you may see this jack 

pine area expand to the east if this and the surrounding aspen are cut together. This is based 

on the extent of the mineral soils indicated by the presence of blueberry in nearby areas. To 

further ensure young jack pine seedlings, survive deer browse, you could protect new growth 

through bud capping—sometimes difficult with the stiff needles of jack pine—or repellant 

spray until the trees reach 6’ of height, beyond the deer’s reach.  
 

➢ Project: Consider harvest of the jack pine and black spruce in conjunction with 

surrounding aspen forest to reinvigorate next generation of this type.    

➢ Potential Project: Begin browse deterrent campaign for any new jack pine 

seedlings post-harvest.     
 

Desired Future Condition:   

A young jack pine/spruce forest pocket that is aesthetically pleasing and continues to add 

tree diversity to the property  
 

Alternative Cover Type Objective:  

Reserve this forest type as the jack pine and black spruce decline, transitioning to balsam fir, 

aspen, and shrub pockets. 
 

Activities to Achieve Alternative Cover Type Objective: 

If the jack pine and spruce are left undisturbed, they will continue to decline over the next 

few decades. Quaking aspen, balsam fir, and shrub species will eventually dominate the site.  
 

Desired Future Condition:   

Unmanaged forest succession results in the surrounding aspen mixed forest claiming this 

small area.  
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Tree Summary Data 
 

Estimated Volume/acre 
Average Age (Jack Pine)…………….….+80 Years 

Average DBH…………………………………………..10” 

Growth Potential…………..………….Good (SI 45) 

Tree Density…………….………….…Good (230 BA) 

Timber Quality…………….….………..….Good-Fair 

Jack Pine………………...............35 cords/acre 
Black Spruce………………………….…..4 Cords/acre 

Aspen…………………………………….…..6 Cords/acre 

P.Birch, B.Fir..……………………..….…<1 cord/acre 

 

                                                                  

Total……………………….…..46 cd/acre 

Total Timber Volume: 92 Cords (Volumes not accurate for timber sales) 

 
Basal Area (BA): 
As the name implies, basal area tells you how many square feet per acre is occupied by tree bases, or trunks, i.e. basal area.   
 
Site Index (SI) / Site Productivity: 
Site index is the measure of a site’s ability to grow a certain species of tree and it’s determined from two things, total height and current 
age.  It’s based on the fact that the better a site is suited for the given species of tree, the taller it will be in a given period of time. 
 
DBH: 
DBH stands for “Diameter at Breast Height”, and breast height is considered to be four and half feet above the ground.  Merchantable 
trees, in this case, are those five inches in diameter or larger. 
 
Cords/Acre: 
A cord is a cubic foot volume measurement of piled timber products.  It is a pile of logs eight feet long (100 inches, or 8.33 feet), four feet 
high, and four feet wide.  One cord equals 133 cubic feet of piled logs. 

 
Stewardship Binder References: 

Managing Important Forest Types: Jack Pine ----------------------------------------Chapter 6, pg. 73 
Marketing Timber-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Chapter 8, pg. 103 
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4. Black Ash Swale 

Cover Type Acres: 1 
 

Cover Type Description:   
In this small area of forested 
wetland, mature black ash are 
the dominant trees making up 
the forest canopy. Balsam fir, 
American elm, balsam poplar, 
and paper birch are scattered 
on the margins and drier 
portions of these stands. Much 
of these areas are saturated or 
hold standing water for most of 
the year. The understory is 
composed of ash saplings and a 
lowland shrub mix of speckled 
alder, swamp gooseberry, and 
willow species. The majority of 
these stands were reserved from 
the property’s prior harvests. Forb ground cover in these swamps typically include species 
like lady fern, swamp horsetail, hooked crow’s foot, hispid buttercup, blue flag iris, common 
mint, arrow-leaved sweet coltsfoot, water hemlock, and marsh marigold as well as numerous 
species of lowland grasses and sedges.   
 

Ash dominated forests are typically found in “swales” or areas with little to no topographical 

drainage. These areas on your property are found on the north property line and the soils the 

USDA web-soil survey identifies are F190B Ashlake-Effie loam/clay loam soils complex.  
 

Cover Type Objective:  
Recognize the benefits unique to wetlands and forest water resources and allow for natural 
succession while monitoring ash trees for emerald ash borer infestation.  
 

Recommended Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective:  
These stands can be among the most sensitive to active management activities such as timber 
harvest. They likely hold standing water through much of the year and disturbance of the ash 
dominated tree canopy can lead to “swamping. Swamping occurs when an increase in 
standing water due to the removal of forest/tree water uptake capacity makes regeneration 
of young trees impossible. As soggy and uninhabitable to wildlife as these stands appear 
naturally, they are actually habitat for many unique species in our northern forests. These 
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areas offer habitat for many types of frogs, salamanders, and insects. Black ash has limited 
sale potential. It is not typically used for paper production and not commonly milled for 
furniture or veneer, although it does have a distinct and beautiful grain pattern. Its most 
common uses are in indigenous and cultural craft. Regionally, woven pack baskets, snowshoe 
frames, and the structural portions of birch bark canoes have been made from black ash for 
centuries because of its natural ability to be bent and shaped.  
 

An impending threat to ash forest types is the emerald ash borer. As this plan is being written 
this destructive invasive beetle has spread into portions of neighboring St. Louis County and 
has been confirmed within the city 
limits of Winnipeg in Manitoba, 
Canada. Since its discovery in 
Michigan in 2002, EAB has 
devastated northern ash stands 
killing millions of ash trees and 
threatening the future of the 
plants and animals that depend on 
this forest type.  For more 
discussion on EAB and things to 
consider see Our Ash Forests and 
Emerald Ash Borer on page 20. 
 

➢ Project: Allow stand to develop naturally. Monitor for emerald ash borer 
infestation. 

 

Desired Future Condition: 
A healthy wetland forest with intact hydrology, wildlife benefits, and without disease or pest 
issues. 
 

Alternative Cover Type Objective: 
Selectively harvest inferior ash trees while retaining other species to increase species 
diversification in the event of an emerald ash borer infestation.  
 
Alternative Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective:  
Black ash can be difficult to market for timber income, this is usually why otherwise 
merchantable ash is reserved during harvest. However, it is some of the best firewood after a 
through seasoning period. A selective harvest strategy—for fiber use or firewood—may 
increase the stand’s growth potential and resilience in the event of an emerald ash borer 
infestation. Removing every third ash tree—targeting trees with poor growth form, a heavily 
branching top, or declining health—and reserving all other species would be a good strategy. 
Doing this will increase the mix of tree species in this area and reduce the chance of 

Emerald Ash Borer  
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swamping if and when EAB causes heavily mortality to your property’s ash trees. In the 
future, if you decide to consult a professional forester or logger directly regarding an aspen 
harvest you could also discuss the chance to market some ash trees with a selective harvest 
strategy.  
 

➢ Alternative Project: Harvest some ash for firewood while encouraging EAB 
resistant species in this cover type. Selectively remove every third ash tree with 
poor form or declining health.   

 
Desired Future Condition: 
A wet forest type that is more resistant to EAB outbreak and the problems associated. 
 

 

Tree Summary Data 
 

Estimated Volume/acre 
Average Age of Mature Trees……….+70 Years 

Average DBH…………………………………………....7” 

Growth Potential…………..……..…….Poor (SI 40) 

Tree Density…………….………....…Good (130 BA) 

Timber Quality………………….……………………Fair  

Black Ash……………..……….…20 cds/acre 

Balsam Poplar……………………5 cds/acre 

Balsam Fir……………………….…3 cds/acre 

    Elm, Q.Aspen, P. Birch 

……………………………….……….…..<1 cds/acre 

                                                      

Total……………….…..…29 cds/acre 

Total Timber Volume: 29 Cords (Volumes not accurate for timber sales) 

 
Basal Area (BA): 
As the name implies, basal area tells you how many square feet per acre is occupied by tree bases, or trunks, i.e. basal area.   
 
Site Index (SI) / Site Productivity: 
Site index is the measure of a site’s ability to grow a certain species of tree and it’s determined from two things, total height and current 
age.  It’s based on the fact that the better a site is suited for the given species of tree, the taller it will be in a given period of time. 
 
DBH: 
DBH stands for “Diameter at Breast Height”, and breast height is considered to be four and half feet above the ground.  Merchantable 
trees, in this case, are those five inches in diameter or larger. 
 
Cords/Acre: 
A cord is a cubic foot volume measurement of piled timber products.  It is a pile of logs eight feet long (100 inches, or 8.33 feet), four feet 
high, and four feet wide.  One cord equals 133 cubic feet of piled logs. 

 
Stewardship Binder References: 

Managing Important Forest Types: Black Ash-American Elm-Red Maple-----Chapter 6, pg. 63 
Forest Health: Insect Damage-------------------------------------------------------------Chapter 7, pg. 97 
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5. Shrub Wetlands and Other Forest Water Resources 

Cover Type Acres: 1 
 
Cover Type Description:  
These wetland areas are dominated 
by shrub species, primarily speckled 
alder, and willow. Marsh grasses and 
dozens of sedge species colonize the 
entire area underneath the shrub 
layer. Some forb and flower species 
also common here are blue flag iris, 
swamp horsetail, marsh marigold, 
native swamp thistle, and arrow-
leaved sweet coltsfoot. 
 

The soils in shrub swamp areas are 
typically muck or mucky peat  from 
the surface down to around 3’ where 
there may be a layer of silt loam base 
material. These areas are poorly 
drained, saturated for long periods of time, and often classified as wetlands. 
 

Cover Type Objective: 
These areas may be improved but projects should ensure that wetlands maintain the 
aesthetic and ecological functions they serve in this forest community.  
 

Recommended Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective: 
This cover type contains distinct vegetation compared to many of the forest types on the 
property. Larger tree species have not developed as quickly because of continual saturation 
and perhaps past land use activities. Timber harvest landing areas sometimes become 
compacted because of frequent heavy equipment traffic and shaded by residual logging 
debris. Ground cover suitability is limited to only a few hardy, prolific species that can handle 
the saturated and previously disturbed soils.   
 

That’s not to say that these areas are not beneficial ecologically or valuable to wildlife. There 
are 18 species of willow in Minnesota, and they play an important part in the ecology of our 
forests. They are among the first flowering species to bloom after our long winters and their 
pollen offers much needed sustenance to emerging—and often struggling—pollinators like 
our native bee populations. Low growing willow and alder stands offer easy to reach 
browsing opportunities to mammals such as white-tailed deer and moose.  Ruffed and spruce 
grouse feed on the emerging buds—called catkins—in the spring and use the dense 
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branching canopy under the trees for cover from predators. Overgrown fields and brushlands 
are also a key nesting and brood-raising habitat for woodcock. These shrub species maintain 
important ecological functions within your forest. They grow here because they are some of 
the few species that can withstand the annual and prolonged submersion of their roots 
without drowning. While doing this they also contribute to the drying of soils through 
considerable water uptake and storage and their extensive root systems stabilizing river and 
creek banks decreasing the risk of damaging erosion and diminishing of water quality.   
 

Willow and alder species can be trimmed down. In fact, this forest type degrades in wildlife 
value as it matures and can be revitalized through brush-cutting or shearing in the winter 
months every 8-10 years. Use caution when operating equipment such as recreational 
vehicles or heavy machinery such as logging equipment, these saturated areas are 
susceptible to soil damage and water quality degradation. Cut tall brush at ground level, pile 
off site so debris doesn’t hinder new shoot growth, and then burn the piled debris in the 
winter after it has thoroughly dried.  
 
➢ Project: Recognize the natural value of your property’s water resources and minimize 

damage to riparian and heavily saturated areas.  
 

➢ Potential Project: Consider shearing or brush sawing shrub cover to stimulate new 
growth and rejuvenate wildlife browse value.  

 
Forested Wetlands and Vernal Pools: 
Although seemingly unproductive, wetland areas are like the internal organs of the 
landscape. The flowing waters are the veins and arteries, and wetlands are likened to the 
kidneys—slowly filtering and purifying the waters before they flow out again.  These areas 
are unique in their plant diversity and important to the productive capability of the entire 
region (see Wetlands and Riparian Wildlife Habitat on pg. 14).  
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Vernal pools (seasonally occurring forest ponds) are 
great drinking water sources for large and small 
forest animals as well as primary habitat for native 
amphibians, reptiles, and insect species. Many of 
these species are only found in these seasonally 
available pools and are threatened because of loss of 
habitat, invasive species, and disease.  What would 
northern Minnesota be without the chirping of spring 
peepers (small forest frogs) after a long winter or the 
dancing flight of dragon and damsel flies chasing 
mosquitos during the summer? 
 
Desired Future Condition: 
Functioning forested wetlands that maintain the 
property’s hydrologic functions and offer valuable 
habitat for wildlife.  

 

Stewardship Binder References: 

Wildlife and Forest Management-----------------------------------------------------Chapter 11, pg. 127 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A vernal pool or small natural forest depression can be home to 

many species of invertebrates, amphibians, and reptiles in spring 

and a place for hibernation in winter. 
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6. Trail System and Wildlife Openings 

Cover Type Acres: 2 
 

Cover Type Description:   
These are areas in the forest that 

have been maintained as grasses 

and forbs through mowing and 

and/or brush control. They 

typically contain a mixture of 

introduced and native forbs, 

sedges, and grasses.  Species 

identified on your opening and 

trails included introduced sweet 

clover, Dutch white clover, red 

clover, birds foot trefoil, timothy, 

smooth brome, and Kentucky blue 

grasses. Native plants identified 

here are spotted joe pye weed, 

golden rod, several asters, columbine, raspberry, 

strawberry, veiny pea, meadow horsetail, bottle 

gentians, meadow sweet, swamp thistle, yarrow, 

and many species of sedge. Besides recreation 

paths, the primary ecological benefit for a 

landowner to maintain these areas is that they 

mimic natural disturbance events like blow-down, 

natural fires, or tree disease/infestations that open 

up swathes of contiguous forestland to other 

species of beneficial grasses and forbs that would 

not otherwise grow under the shade of the forest 

canopy. Small ½ -1-acre irregular shaped openings 

are recommended. Openings provide forage for deer, bear, moose, and ruffed grouse. They 

also provide edge habitat for songbirds that favor the transition between thick forest and 

open areas and provide the natural singing—called peenting—grounds for woodcock.  
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Cover Type Objective:  

Maintain and maximize the wildlife and aesthetic value of wildlife openings.  
 

Recommended Activities to Achieve Cover Type Objective:  

Maintaining trails and openings will require annual work. 

Mowing or brush cutting will ensure that these areas 

offer forage and unique habitat in the future.  

Non-native Canada thistle and wild parsnip are major 

problems in the area where your property is located. 

This invasive plant can form dense colonies, overtaking 

open areas and both are noxious. Canada thistle has 

sharp spiny needles and wild parsnip secretes a fluid that 

burns like poison ivy. Mowing fields, openings, or ditches 

before these pests seed-out can reduce the seed 

dispersal and further infestation.  

 

Portions of the property’s trail system has become rutted and “swamped-out” due to atv use. 

For better recreational access and to preserve hydrology within the property, consider 

installing culverts and/or improving trail stability across these portions of trail. A good place 

to start is the Woodland Stewardship Guide provided in your binder, see Crossing Wet Soil 

pg. 15. Research forest trail construction and always contact your area’s Wetland 

Conservation Act (WCA) representative before work begins to avoid wetland violation issues.   

 

Although many property owners use forest openings to establish non-native vegetative “food 

plots”, consider that there are alternatives that offer as much or more wildlife value, less 

maintenance than annual planting, and are more pleasing to look at as well. There are a 

number of native seed companies that offer mixes of grasses, forbs, and legumes that are 

adapted to northern Minnesota’s climate and soil types. Many varieties are beautiful when 

flowering and would benefit many native pollinator species such as bees, butterflies, moths, 

bats, and hummingbirds.  
 

➢ Project: Maintain wildlife trails and openings through mowing.  

➢ Project: Monitor open areas for invasive species, especially Canada thistle and 

wild parsnip.   

A forest pollinator patch 
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➢ Potential Project: Consider seeding and maintenance of native grasses, sedges, 

forbs, flowers, and legumes. Research cost-share and planting options through 

local natural resource agencies. 
 

Desired Future Condition:   

Retain openings that offer unique benefits for recreation and wildlife through practical 

annual maintenance.  
 

Alternative or Additional Cover Type Objective: 
Improve future timber value and forest diversity by establishing trees in these areas.  
 

Alternative or Additional Cover Type Activity: 

For less on-going long-term maintenance but just as 

much forest value you could also consider planting 

portions of these areas into a desirable tree species. If 

openings and trails are neglected, willow and alder or 

invasive species will colonize these corridors. Tree 

planting could benefit tree species diversity on the 

property, aesthetics in this area, and add future timber 

value.  You may be able to grow red pine, jack pine, or 

white spruce on the driest portions. They prefer well-

drained soils, full sun, and grow quite rapidly on a 

suitable site. If you would like to establish a forest stand 

as quickly as possible on the site, tamarack is probably 

your best bet. These deciduous conifers—have needles 

but shed them every year—are Minnesota’s only larch species. They are 

very beautiful in the fall when they turn a “smoky gold” as the 

conservationist Aldo Leopold described. They tolerate a wide variety of 

saturation and many of our northern soil types. Black spruce would also 

grow here, the MN DNR sells an improved variety that may be a good 

choice for a good price. White pine, northern white cedar, and bur oak 

will tolerate wetter sites and moderate shade, but deer protection 

measures will be necessary for the first 6-8 years for these and also red 

and jack pine. This would entail bud capping the terminal—top 

bud—on all pine seedlings and staked tubes for white cedar or 

any of the deciduous species in the fall, around mid-October. 

Doing this decreases the chance of deer browse on your planting 

A wonderful example of a legacy tree planting on a private 

property in the borderland. 

Seedling Competing Vegetation Control  
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investment. In addition to animal protection considerations, competitive vegetation should 

be removed in a 3’ circle around each planted seedling if they begin to be crowded.  

 

The DNR and NRCS has money available for planting trees. You could also consider 

contacting the natural resource professionals on page 48 to get help coordinating a planting 

project via a contactor.  

 

➢ Alternative or Additional Project: As an alternative to mowing and maintenance of 

trails and openings, consider planting trees into the open areas. Research cost-

share options through local natural resource agencies.   
 

Desired Future Condition:   

A productive forest that has long-lived aesthetically pleasing trees to enjoy and leave a 

lasting legacy for generations.  
 

Stewardship Binder References: 

Regenerating Woodland Stands: Artificial Regeneration----------------------Chapter 4, pg. 36 

Early Successional (Young) Forests and Associated Wildlife------------------Chapter 11, pg. 130 

Wildlife and Forest Management----------------------------------------------------Chapter 11, pg. 127 

Recreational Trail Design: Crossing Wet Soil---------------------------------------Chapter 13, pg. 162 
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7. Cabin, Outbuildings, Yard, 
and Driveway Areas  

Cover Type Acres: 1 
 

Cover Type Description:  
This includes your cabin, yard, 
garage, outbuildings, and driveway.   
 
Cover Type Objective:  
Maintain productive lands that 
complement and benefit from your 
forest stewardship and 
management.   
 
Recommended Activities to Achieve 
Cover Type Objective:  
You have a beautiful property with many unique characteristics. One thing to consider when 
maintaining a homestead in or in proximity to the forest is reducing the threat of damage due 
to wildfire. The MN DNR Fire Wise 
Program suggests creating a defensive 
space around your house that can 
enable your home to survive a 
wildfire. This defensive space is an 
area of reduced fuels between your 
home and surrounding forestland. 
The graphic at right illustrates that an 
area of at least 30ft around a building 
should ideally be limited to only 
ground cover vegetation. Beyond 
that, tree and shrub cover should be 
reduced to 10ft spacing between 
trees out to an area of 100 ft. 
 
Right-of-ways, ditches, and fields are primary corridors for 

invasive species. Monitoring these areas for potentially hazardous and ecologically damaging 

terrestrial invasive species such as European buckthorn, wild parsnip, common tansy, and 

Canada thistle to name a few, is an important and a never-ending task for engaged 

landowners (see Invasive Species and Disease Issues for Minnesota Landowners on pg. 16). 

MN DNR (2017) Fire Wise: Creating a Defensible Space 
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An extensive resource for identifying and dealing with invasive species can be found on the 

Natural Resource Conservation Service website at: 

https://plants.usda.gov/java/noxiousDriver. 

 

Non-native Canada thistle and wild parsnip are major problems in the area where your 

property is found. These invasive plants can form dense colonies, overtaking open areas and 

both are noxious. Canada thistle has sharp spiny needles and wild parsnip secretes a fluid 

that burns like poison ivy. Mowing fields, openings, or ditches before these pests seed-out 

can reduce the seed dispersal. If you think you may have infestations of terrestrial invasive 

plants, feel free to contact any of the natural resource professionals listed on pg. 48 of this 

plan for advice and cost-share options for dealing with these undesirable plants.  

 

Other stewardship improvements that could be made in open areas are bird, bat, or mason 

bee houses. These three cavity nesting species prefer nesting opportunities near transitional 

areas between openings and forest, especially areas that also provide water resources such 

as yours.  
  

➢  Project: Maintain 30ft of short grasses through regular mowing to decrease the   

hazard of a property damaging fire. 
 

➢ Project: Monitor ditches, roadsides, and right-of-ways for terrestrial invasives that        

may threaten the productivity of your property’s resources. 
 

➢ Potential Project: Consider building and/or buying and installing wildlife nesting 
boxes around your openings and yard as habitat improvements. Instructions can be 
found in the NRCS Artificial Nesting Structures guidance document provided in the 
back of your plan binder.  

 

Desired Future Condition: 

Valuable and pleasing working lands and living spaces with ample wildlife opportunities, 

public and private accesses that are free of invasive species, and an area around the buildings 

that is defensible from wildfire.  

 

Stewardship Binder References: 

Forest Health: Fire Damage-------------------------------------------------Chapter 7, pg. 101

https://plants.usda.gov/java/noxiousDriver
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Schedule and Tracking of Management Activities 
Cover Type # Units 

(Acres, feet, etc.) 
Suggested Activity Date 

Planned 

Date 

Completed 

All 79 acres Confirm registration of this Woodland 

Stewardship Plan with the MN DNR 

By Oct 31st 

2020 
 

All 77 acres Consider enrolling in the Sustainable Forest 

Incentive Act Program. 

By Oct 31st 

2020 
 

All This Plan Contact Koochiching SWCD for Plan Update More than 6 

months before 

June 2030 

 

All 80 acres Monitor property for insects, disease, and invasive 

species regularly.  

Annually  

#7 Discretionary 

 

Consider wildlife improvement options including 

wildlife nesting box installation. See NRCS guide: 

Structures for Wildlife in binder. 

 

Annually  

#6 

See projects in 

stew. cover type 

above 

1-2 acres 

see projects in 

stew. cover type 

des. above 

Continue to maintain wildlife openings, trail systems 

and consider native pollinator planting 

improvement as discussed in the cover type 

activities.   

 

Annually  

 

#2 

 

 
#3 

 

   63 acres, approx. 1900 cords 

 

 

 

 

 

2 acres, approx. 90 cords 

Currently, there are approximately 1900 cords of 

merchantable timber in CT #2, a series of 3–20-acre 

harvests over the next 15 years is a good general plan. 
 

Currently, there are approximately 90 cords of timber in CT 

#3, utilizing the declining jack pine and spruce in this area 

would benefit new growth for the future. Consider having 

this area cut in conjunction with the adjacent aspen 

harvest. 

 

2020-2025  

#4 

See projects in 

stew. cover type 

above 

1 acre 
Approx. 1/3 of available 

ash or 9 cds, for 

firewood or other 

personal use. 

You could consider a selective harvest of about a 

third of the ash for firewood or other personal use. 

Monitor this stand for EAB and prioritize a salvage 

harvest especially if mortality occurs. 

2020-future  

#2, #6 

Planting 

considerations 

described in 

cover type 

above 

1-2 acres 

see projects in 

stew. cover type 

des. above 

Consider tree planting project options to 

reforest open areas or interplant within the 

aspen forest. Plan a browse deterrent 

campaign for vulnerable seedlings or if you 

decide to plant. 

 

2020-2030  
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Natural Resource Contact Information   
Koochiching Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) 
Offers general forestry/forest health advice, information and advice on wetlands and wetland protection 

considerations, forest stewardship plan writing, tree and native plant sales, and information regarding cost-

share for potential projects. 

 

James Aasen 

Forest Resource Specialist 

501 3rd Street, Suite 201 

International Falls, MN, 56649 

218-283-6742 

James.aasen@co.koochiching.mn.us 

 

Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) 
Offers federal financial and technical assistance for forestry projects, information regarding the Conservation 

Stewardship Program (CSP), Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP), and enrollment in easement 

programs.  

 

Will Lee 

Soil Conservationist 

119 1st Ave NW 

Baudette, MN 56623-0217 

218-634-2757 ex.110 

Matthew.rose@usda.gov 

 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources  
Offers state cost-share on forestry projects for private landowners ranging from brush control and site 
preparation to planting projects. Also offers information on easement opportunities and enrollment in forest 
stewardship incentive programs such as the Sustainable Forest Initiative Act (SFIA) and 2C Tax Incentive Program. 
 
Ben West 
Cooperative Forest Management Forester 

421 3rd Avenue 

Littlefork, MN 56653 
218-278-6651 ex.227 
Benjamin.west@state.mn.us 
 

 

mailto:James.aasen@co.koochiching.mn.us
mailto:Matthew.rose@usda.gov
mailto:Benjamin.west@state.mn.us
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Stewardship Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stand # Description   Acres 

1 Sapling-sized Aspen/Poplar Mixed 

Upland 

10 

2 Northern Quaking Aspen Mixed Upland 63 

3 Jack Pine/Black Spruce  

Sandy Soils Pocket 
2 

4 Black Ash Swale 1 

5 Shrub Wetlands and Other  
Forest Water Resources 

1 

6 Trail System and Wildlife Openings 2 (1 mile) 

Non-Stewardship  

7 
Cabin, Outbuildings, Yard,  

and Driveway Areas 
1  

(3-acre min. for SFIA exemption) 

Total Deeded Acres:  

Estimated Forested/Stewardship Acres: 

Estimated SFIA Eligible Forest Acres (20-acre min): 

80 

79 

77 

Aging Jack Pine on the Doe Property 
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Your Property in 1940 


